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Front aimed at considerable extension of economic equality
and social security through State action and legislative control.
The Resistance Charter aimed at more fundamental 'struc-
tural reforms', involving more direct participation by organized
labour in the direction and management of economic life. All
three programmes gave priority to the establishment of
republican, parliamentary government, and the securing of
political and civil liberties. The eternal problem was to devise
a political system which would be capable of achieving social
democracy: and it was here that each experiment ran into
great obstacles.
The Provisional Governments nationalized the mines, the
main heavy industries, transport and credit. They visualized a
three-decker national economy, with nationalization at one
level, national control at another, and free enterprise at the
third. German penetration of the main French industries, and
the sequestration of the main collaborationist trusts, made
some degree of nationalization almost inevitable. The parties
differed about how much further nationalization and dirigisme
should be pressed. The main outcome was the Monnet Plan for
there-equipment and modernization of French industries with-
in a period of five years. By 1951 this plan, one of the most
realistic and successful programmes of economic reconstruction
ever achieved in French history, had restored French industrial
output to its pre-war levels and had surpassed them. An
extensive system of social security, including lavish family
allowances and pensions, was introduced, in implementation
of the promises of the Resistance Charter. Its primary aim was
to encourage the growth of population and to safeguard the
future, but it also aimed at an immediate redistribution of
national income. Financial amd monetary policy was planned
by the new Conseil national du Credit, set up in December 1945.
Attempts were made to create economic regions decentralized
from Paris, but only the Lower Rhone project achieved any
degree of distinct regional development.
The most noteworthy feature of all these plans was that they
gained impetus and succeeded almost exactly in proportion to
the extent to which they were entrusted to the bureaucracy

